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CMP Part 4(A)

TRANSPORTATION PLAN
INTRODUCTION
Transportation services and facilities are important elements in the community's
ability to accommodate expected development. This plan is a refinement and
updated version of the transportation policies adopted in the 1974 Orono Village
Comprehensive Guide Plan, as carried on in the 1980 and 2000-2020 Orono
Community Management Plans. The Plan reflects the changes in the nature of
Metropolitan Area development expansion since the late 1970's, as well as the
current short and long range plans of the Minnesota Department of Transportation,
Hennepin County and the Metropolitan Council as regards expected transportation
facility improvements. This Plan is prepared and presented for the following
purposes:
1.

The Transportation Plan is intended to be a management tool for City
officials, City staff, and other parties involved in providing, managing
and maintaining a transportation system in the city sufficient to
accommodate the needs of Orono citizens while also addressing regional
transportation needs. The content and direction of the Transportation Plan
is based upon our environmental protection commitment and our expected
development position within the immediate Lake Minnetonka Area and
within the Twin Cities Metropolitan Region as a whole. For this purpose, the
Transportation Plan contains goal and policy statements consistent with the
overall planning objectives of the City; it reviews the existing roadway
system and the type of usage it receives; it reviews environmental and land
use considerations; and it includes plans for accommodating future
transportation requirements for travel both within the City and within the
region.

2.

This plan is the transportation element of Orono's Community
Management Plan, designed to address and conform to all the applicable
provisions of the Metropolitan Council's 2030 Regional Development
Framework. For this purpose, the Plan's inventory and planning
considerations include sufficient detail to explain how Orono's plans and
facilities are consistent with those of neighboring municipalities and with the
metropolitan facilities of the region as a whole. This purpose and content is
consistent with the City's Community Management Plan, and with the
Metropolitan Council=s 2004 Transportation Policy Plan.
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SCOPE
The time framework of the Transportation Plan is intended to be consistent
with the regional planning period of 2008 through 2030 and with the City's
permanent planning policies for rural Orono and for environmental protection
of Lake Minnetonka. The goals, policies and proposed transportation plans
contained in this chapter are set in the context of the legislative mandate to plan for
regional needs through the year 2030. In addition, Orono's long range land use plans
call for permanent maintenance of the existing low density rural residential areas.
There is to be no staged growth plan, no expansion of the existing urban service area,
and therefore, no significant increase in the transportation requirements to serve
Orono residents. Because of Orono's environmental protection commitment and
because of the location of County Roads 15 and 19 so close to Lake Minnetonka, this
Plan also includes permanent goals and policies for protecting Lake Minnetonka
including providing alternative transportation routes away from and around the lake.
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BASIC TRANSPORTATION CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLES
The Transportation Plan is an integral part of Orono's Community
Management Plan. Although the statistics and detailed policies apply
specifically to this one element of community planning, the overall goals and
objectives have been derived from joint and concurrent consideration of all
community planning elements. Therefore, the policy decisions relating to
Orono's transportation requirements complement and balance regional plans
with local concerns for historic development patterns, environmental protection,
fiscal responsibility and general land use.
The basic responsibility of the City is the protection of its citizen's health, safety
and welfare.
In terms of transportation systems, this means that a street system must be provided
for safe access to all developed properties with sufficient capacity to accommodate
the expected number of trips generated by the planned land use. Design and
construction standards of the system must be flexible enough to accommodate
different potential traffic requirements. Traffic control and curb cut regulations will
be necessary to minimize or prevent conflicting movements or unsafe conditions. A
uniform system of identification must be provided for street names and house
numbers to permit efficient location of properties and particularly to facilitate quick
response in emergency situations. Alternative transportation modes must be
investigated to provide alternative transportation opportunities to lessen our
dependence on the automobile.
The City's transportation system must reinforce the land use plan. One of the
basic functions of the transportation plan is to reinforce the development policies and
the resultant land use plans of the city. In Orono, this means reinforcing the
permanent urban/rural land use goals. This means providing sufficient capacity for
trips between Orono's residential neighborhoods and the commercial centers of
Navarre, Long Lake and other lake area municipalities as well as the metropolitan
area to the east of Orono. As a practical matter, this means little or no need for
expansion of any highways or roads in the city to serve new development in Orono;
rather, expansion and upgrade of Lake area and regional transportation corridors will
be driven by the roadway usage pattern of commuters living in communities west of
Orono. The City will discourage use of local collector roads by commuters from the
west by creating regional transportation facilities separate from the local collector
system.
Historic development patterns have resulted in a city which is partially urban
and partially rural. Development patterns established 100 years ago are responsible
for the dual personality that characterizes Orono. The urban areas provide higher
density housing opportunities and all of the neighborhood services necessary to
City of Orono Community Management Plan 2008-2030
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support the residents of the City, urban and rural alike. The rural areas provide areas
for low density housing and quasi-agricultural activities. The lifestyles are different,
the needs and desires of the citizens are different and the requirements for public
services are different.
Orono is partly in the Metropolitan Council’s defined Urban Planning Area and
partly in the Rural Planning Area. The Metropolitan Council as part of its 2030
Regional Development Framework has established Urban Planning Areas and Rural
Planning Areas. The portions of Orono in the Met Council‟s Urban Planning Area
include those areas of the City that are within the 2008 MUSA and are defined by
Met Council as “Developing Area”; the portions of the city outside the MUSA have
been deemed as Rural Planning Area and have been categorized as “Diversified
Rural”. The Developing Area category may be somewhat of a misnomer for Orono,
in that most areas of Orono within the current MUSA are fully developed at the
planned long-term densities, with just a few undeveloped properties remaining. The
Diversified Rural category is intended to include a variety of farm and non-farm land
uses, with a mix of large-lot residential and clustered housing and preservation of
open space. The non-lakeshore 2-acre and 5-acre zones in Orono fit this category.
However, the City does not plan to convert these areas to urban-density development
in the future; Orono does not have any areas that could be considered as “urban
reserve”.
In the past the Metropolitan Council's broad-brush maps have shown the MUSA
boundary to be running through Orono, dividing the City into Urban and Rural
sections. While the current MUSA boundary does divide Orono, the distinction
between Orono‟s defined Rural and Urban areas is not a function of whether sewer
service is available, but is a function of the overall long-term intended density of
development. The MUSA boundary is by no means concurrent with the boundary
between Orono‟s defined Urban and Rural areas. Hence, Orono‟s defined Rural Area
as illustrated in Map 3B-1 includes small pockets of historically high-density sewered
neighborhoods as well as existing and intended low-density shoreland areas that are
within the MUSA but not defined as Urban.
Urban and rural neighborhoods require differing levels of public services and
facilities. The urban areas of Orono have sufficient density to require and to
financially support, municipal services such as a typical urban roadway network. The
rural areas, on the other hand, have limited density and have environmental restraints
prohibiting urban density encroachments. The planned rural densities do not require
extensive public roadway systems nor can these rural densities support any type of
mass transit system.
Over time, changes in national priorities, population trends, metropolitan plans,
and metropolitan facilities reinforce the planning and development objectives of
Orono. The 1950's and 1960's were years of great expansion and reliance upon the
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powers of science and industry to solve all problems. Population graphs showed
growth projections running off the paper. Suburbs boomed while core cities were
fighting for their very survival.
The 1970's brought a new environmental awareness and an understanding that nature,
not science, was the key to our planet's survival. New social concerns revived the
cities and showed how characterless the suburbs had become. Inflation and population
stabilization brought unlimited expansion to a halt as roads, schools, and all public
services began scrambling for maintenance dollars while overbuilt facilities quickly
became terrible taxpayer burdens. The cost of energy dramatically refocused
everyone's attention on conservation and careful planning of any new facility.
The results of these changes on the Twin Cities region and on Orono were significant.
Orono's ultimate population projections have been dropping from estimates of 37,000
made in 1970, to 23,000 in 1972, to 14,000 in 1974, to the Metropolitan Council's
projection of 11,000 made in 1979. Population trends during the last 30 years and a
careful and ongoing analysis of development capabilities of remaining land as
compared to Orono's current and intended zoning, suggest an ultimate population of
around 9,800. This downward trend over the last four decades is clearly a result of
Orono=s 1975 city-wide rezoning to lower residential densities, reacting to
environmental concerns regarding protecting the water quality of Lake Minnetonka
and other Orono lakes.
Table 4A-1: Orono Population and Households 1970 - 2030
(Sewered and Unsewered Forecasts)
Population

Year
Sewered
Unsewered
Total City

1970
--6,787

1980
--6,845

1990
--7,285

2000
--7,538

2010
5,800
2,500
8,300

2020
7,000
2,500
9,500

2030
7,300
2,500
9,800

Households

Year
Sewered
Unsewered

1970
---

1980
---

1990
---

2000
---

2010
2,256
944

2020
2,950
1,000

2030
3,020
1,080

Total City
Persons/HH

2,146
3.16

2,291
2.99

2,613
2.79

2,766
2.73

3,200
2.59

3,950
2.41

4,100
2.39

Source: Metropolitan Council System Statement
The projected population as shown in Table 4A-1 is in line with and a direct result of
Orono's rural land use preservation policies, and is consistent with the proposed public
facilities plans of Orono, the Minnesota Department of Transportation and the
Metropolitan Council=s Environmental Services section.
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Changes in population trends and projections have brought on modifications in
metropolitan facilities affecting Orono=s transportation planning. As a result of
Orono=s low-density land use plan, metropolitan sewer facilities capacity allotments
for Orono were significantly reduced in the late 1970's. In addition, while as of 1980
MnDOT plans for relocating Highway 12 had been shelved, Interstate 394 became a
reality from Minneapolis to I-494, providing improved commuter access for the
western suburbs. Although Highway 12 was overlaid in 1978 after statewide
priorities shifted from Highway 12 to Highway 212 as the major east-west arterial for
central Minnesota, in the late 1980's pressure from outstate interests again brought
focus onto Highway 12 as a vital transportation corridor.
As residential development leap-frogged past Orono to the far western suburbs and
into Wright County, commuter traffic on Highway 12 through Orono created high
traffic counts and backups that eventually added traffic to parallel corridors such as
County Road 6, which then begun to function as a >reliever= minor arterial. The
increased >through= traffic had significant effects on transportation plans for Orono and
Long Lake. The increased traffic levels on Highway 12 limited the attractiveness of
the Ring Route as an alternative for County Road 15 commuters. As a result, County
Road 15 has continued to see traffic levels increase to well beyond its design capacity.
The Highway 12 rerouting completed in late 2008 has dramatically reduced traffic on
Old Highway 12 (Wayzata Boulevard) and is expected to have the indirect effect of
reducing the magnitude of future traffic increases on County Road 15 by making the
Ring Route a viable commuter option.
Orono's commercial and economic development has always been centered in the
historic town centers. The shopping, employment, educational and social needs of
Orono residents have been more than amply met by commercial facilities and
shopping centers located in Navarre, Long Lake, and in surrounding communities.
Rural and urban residents alike utilize these facilities and in fact, the commercial
stability of the neighboring cities relies in part upon the regional service area that
includes all of Orono. As a result, Orono=s transportation plans address not only the
efficient movement of commuter traffic through Orono, but also the local service
needs of our residential neighborhoods and the transportation links between these
neighborhoods and the established town center commercial areas, by separating the
commuter traffic from the local traffic in the Highway 12 corridor.
A principal goal of Orono's planning program is the protection of natural
resources and environmental amenities, particularly the water quality of Lake
Minnetonka. This goal has its most profound impact on Orono's land use policies and
is therefore indirectly linked to transportation concerns. The most direct connection,
however, is that occasioned by County Road 15's location along Lake Minnetonka's
shoreline.
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As the western Lake Minnetonka communities have grown and developed they have
generated more commuters and the resulting traffic on County Road 15 has increased
significantly. Yet there is no room to expand the road without filling into the lake or
removing a significant number of lakeshore homes. Any increase in road size, or any
appreciable increase in roadway use, will only create an intolerable barrier between
these homes and their platted riparian shoreline.
Orono maintains a deep concern for finding alternative routes for these commuters in
order to protect Lake Minnetonka and to preserve shoreline amenities, landowners‟
property rights, and the general public's ability to experience a slow-paced journey
along Lake Minnetonka's most scenic and most accessible shoreline.
Mass transportation alternatives are limited in Orono and other Lake
Minnetonka cities. Regional mass-transit options have been slow to develop, and
have been established primarily in areas where the potential ridership numbers justify
the costs.
Metro Transit, which operates the Twin Cities metropolitan mass transit system under
the auspices of the Metropolitan Council, provides a limited level of express bus
service to the Navarre and Long Lake areas. While most of Orono=s more densely
populated urban areas are served by the express routes, schedules are spread out, and
off-peak service is limited. Rural Orono has no direct bus service. However, all
Orono residents do have the option of using Park-and-Ride facilities in Navarre or
Wayzata. Additionally, Dial-A-Ride service, a curb-to-curb shared minibus or van
ride service is operated for local (non-commuter trips) as a function of Metro transit,
and Metro Mobility provides transit service for those physically unable to use the
standard bus transit system.
Light rail transit serving the western suburbs deserves renewed investigation.
There has been no rail passenger service to Orono since the last train from Mound ran
in 1958. At one time up to 18 trains daily ran hourly between Mound and
Minneapolis with five stops inside Orono and twenty minute service to downtown.
The potential exists for a light rail corridor along I-394 which would provide an
alternative to commuting via bus or passenger automobile. Recent acquisition of the
Dakota Rail corridor by the Hennepin County Regional Rail Authority (HCRRA) has
increased the potential for commuter rail service to southern Orono and the Lake
Minnetonka area in the future.
Rail freight service operates along Orono's remaining existing rail line. Main line
service is provided on the east-west Burlington Northern line paralleling Highway 12.
Construction of the Highway 12 bypass has resulted in the elimination of the
remaining grade crossings along the Burlington Northern line in Orono and Long
Lake, adding to the safety and efficiency of the local transportation system.
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Orono's trail system provides recreation opportunities as well as local
transportation alternatives. As part of our recreation-open space plan, Orono has
developed and is implementing an extensive roadside bike-hike trail plan providing
links between both local and regional recreational and open space areas, as well as
links within the urban area for pedestrian and bicycle access to Orono=s Navarre
commercial area and links between the Orono Schools and the Long Lake downtown
area. Besides offering walking and bicycle recreation, this trail system provides an
excellent local alternative to auto travel between home and shopping or friends. In
addition, the DNR's Luce Line Trail provides extended east-west linkage between
several other cities and between several of Orono's north-south bike trails. Taken
together, these trails provide a cohesive network of alternative local transportation
routes. Additionally, the conversion by HCRRA of the Dakota Rail corridor to a
regional trail has been completed, and will provide opportunities for a variety of local
and inter-city trail connections in the most densely populated areas of southern Orono.
The potential for a trail connection along County Road 19 from the Dakota Rail
corridor trail in Navarre to the north leg of the Lake Minnetonka LRT Regional Trail
in Shorewood is being studied for feasibility.
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SUMMARY OF EXISTING TRANSPORTATION ISSUES
Orono=s existing transportation issues generally fall into 3 categories: congestion,
safety and system maintenance.
Congestion is caused by daily and hourly traffic volumes that exceed the traffic
handling capacity of the road system. The capacity for a given roadway is a function of
many factors including the number of lanes, the number and type of access points and
intersections, the configuration of the roadway and the condition of the pavement.
Traffic volumes that exceed the traffic handling capacity can result in traffic backups
that ultimately have a secondary impact on parallel corridors.
The two primary routes in Orono that have historically been congested are County
Road 15 and U.S. Highway 12 (Wayzata Boulevard). County Road 15 currently
exceeds its traffic volume design capacity based on generally recognized standards. A
two-lane arterial facility such as County Road 15 is usually considered as being
congested when the daily volumes reach 13,000-18,000. County Road 15 has a
2007/2008 ADT of 18,200 vehicles through the Navarre area and 23,900 vehicles just
east of the Orono/Wayzata border; these counts are forecasted to decrease slightly to
18,100 and 21,400 vehicles per day respectively by 2030. Old Highway 12 had a 2006
ADT ranging from 17,700 in western Orono to as high as 24,700 (2005 Data) east of
downtown Long Lake. Hennepin County forecasts indicate that by 2030, traffic
counts on Wayzata Boulevard through Long Lake will be at an ADT of 16,600 with an
ADT of 27,100 on the new Highway 12 Bypass.
.
Orono has a number of unique geographical factors that limit the options for reducing
congestion, the most apparent being Lake Minnetonka and its many bays and
wetlands. It is also significant that the volumes of traffic causing congestion are
generated by commuters from developing communities to the west of Orono.
Safety is an issue of concern where the impacts of congested commuter roadways spill
over into parallel corridors, as well as where major collectors intersect the principal
and >A= minor arterials. As traffic counts have risen and congestion has increased,
access onto County Road 15 has become more difficult and drivers are willing to take
more risks in entering the traffic stream. The addition of a third lane for turns along
County Road 15 east of Orono Orchard Road has improved this segment of 15, but the
roadway west of Orono Orchard Road is difficult to upgrade due to constrictions in the
right-of-way caused by geographic characteristics. County improvements to the
Orono Orchard Road / CR-15 intersection were completed in 2009.
Prior to completion of the Highway 12 bypass, its route through Orono and Long Lake
was the primary commuter route for a string of rural communities as far west as
Willmar, and had built-in safety concerns due to the volume of traffic and the many
crossroads. While the level of traffic on Wayzata Boulevard has significantly
decreased, additional future development near the Wayzata Boulevard / Old Crystal
City of Orono Community Management Plan 2008-2030
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Bay Road intersection and its proximity to the Orono Schools campus will continue to
make that intersection a point of potential conflict between pedestrians and traffic
which the City is monitoring.
Along County Road 6, which had seen tremendous peak hour volume increases as
Highway 12 became clogged with commuter traffic, the many individual driveway
accesses as well as the numerous intersecting private and public roads create multiple
points of possible traffic conflict. The addition of turn lanes and bypass lanes at
certain intersections in recent years by Hennepin County has helped to keep traffic
moving. Installation of a four-way stop at the intersection of County Road 6 at
Willow Drive has resulted in a reduction of accidents while having only minimal
impact on the free flow of traffic. Willow Drive functions as a minor arterial that
connects from Highway 12 to County Road 24 and ultimately to U.S. Highway 55 in
Medina. Traffic counts on County Road 6 after opening of the Highway 12 bypass
have not been completed at this time.
Completion of the Highway 12 reroute to accommodate >through= commuter and
commercial traffic has been the most significant factor in long-range
transportation planning for Orono. The Highway 12 bypass has been constructed
as a two lane freeway connection between western Orono and the current multi-lane
U.S.12 /I-394 freeway terminus east of Long Lake. The reroute became necessary
because of the severe congestion on Highway 12 due to signalization at 4 key
intersections and the ever increasing volume of traffic flowing through Long Lake and
Orono. Completion of the reroute has provided relief for Old Highway12 as well as
its northerly parallel route, County Road 6. Completion of the reroute is expected to
increase use of the Ring Route, a connection between County Roads 6 and 19 along
Orono=s western border constructed in the early 1980's to provide an alternate to
County Road 15 for the downtown commute from western Lake Minnetonka.
Turnback of Old Highway 12 (Wayzata Boulevard) from MnDOT=s jurisdiction to that
of Hennepin County is an expected result of completion of the Highway 12 rerouting.
Orono has begun the process of working with the City of Long Lake, MnDOT and
Hennepin County to plan for this turnback. This planning process, which is underway
as a joint effort involving representatives of both Orono and Long Lake, will
determine what needs to be done to Highway 12 to ensure it functions as a main street
in a pedestrian-friendly downtown area, while still serving as a minor arterial and
providing access to local businesses along the roadway.
Roadway maintenance concerns are a significant issue in long range transportation
planning for Orono. Every level of government has been faced with increasing road
maintenance challenges. Initial construction costs are significant, but the maintenance
problem is never ending. Vehicle weights have been increasing, speed has been
increasing, and winter safety solutions have caused rapid deterioration of roadway
surfaces and bridges.
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At the same time, maintenance budgets are crimped by inflation, the rapidly rising cost
of asphalt, and limited maintenance fund income. This crunch is most severe at the
local level where past levy-limitations have impeded sufficient expenditures for road
repairs. Thus, the planning concerns for new roadways include not only the initial
cost-benefit question, but also the issue of spreading future maintenance capability
beyond the reach of limited budgets.
Local roadway maintenance has the potential to become more of an issue in the future
due to Orono=s reliance on privately maintained roads to serve the rural
neighborhoods. Orono=s 18 miles of private rural area roadways are currently
maintained by individual property owners or through neighborhood homeowners
associations. Conversion of these private roadways to a public status with public
maintenance would result in Orono=s road maintenance costs increasing substantially.
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LAND USE IMPACTS ON TRANSPORTATION
As density of residential development increases, the demand on local and
collector streets similarly increases. However, Orono=s commitment to low-density
residential development for protection of Lake Minnetonka, and the concurrent
infrastructure limitations that functionally and by design prevent commercial
expansion into the majority of Orono that is zoned for low-density residential uses,
have resulted in a level of development that does not require major additions to or
expansions of the existing local and collector street system. Such additions or
expansions would undoubtedly be necessary if the City were to increase density in the
rural areas, and as noted elsewhere in the CMP, would ultimately result in adverse
environmental impacts which are avoided by maintaining low density development.
The majority of Orono=s existing collector road system was established long ago
to serve the separate needs of the City=s two primary historic land uses. The
straight-line road grid system in central and northern Orono was established along
section lines a century ago to efficiently serve the agricultural activity in the City. This
grid has readily adapted to use as a collector system for the many local and private
roads created to serve new rural residential subdivisions in the last 40-50 years.
Likewise, the seasonal recreational uses that grew up along Orono=s 40 miles of Lake
Minnetonka shoreline a century ago resulted in a network of winding roads that
commonly followed the center of the narrow peninsulas between bays, creating local
road frontage for lakeshore lots while also often serving as the main road between
settlements. One significant result is that many existing homes have their only access
directly to the collector roads rather than to local streets. Many of these collector roads
have over time evolved into minor arterial roads based on their level of use; the
increased traffic is incompatible with direct individual driveway accesses, yet
elimination of individual accesses is virtually impossible in many locations.
County Road 15 is the primary minor arterial for commuter traffic through southern
Orono. Because County Road 15 abuts the shoreline along much of its route, the City
is committed to retaining its character as that of a scenic parkway serving local
residences. Such a character is incompatible with its minor arterial function. It would
therefore be preferable to reduce the volume of traffic on County Road 15 by
providing an additional east-west corridor in southern Orono. However, the
configuration of Lake Minnetonka=s bays and the severe topography between them, as
well as the large number of wetlands in the shoreland areas, preclude the development
of such a corridor.
To address this issue, the Ring Route was established in 1980 by connecting County
Road 19 to County Road 6 via McCulley Road, providing a relatively direct route
northeastward to Highway 12 from the western Lake Minnetonka area. Use of the
Ring Route by commuters is expected to increase now that the Highway 12 bypass has
been completed, as the northerly terminus of the Ring Route is an immediate access to
City of Orono Community Management Plan 2008-2030
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the new Highway 12 freeway segment with no impediments to free traffic flow
between western Orono and downtown Minneapolis. An anticipated impact of this
new commuter option will be to reduce the level of increases in traffic projected for
County Road 15 over the next 10-20 years.

AThe Ring Route@
As an alternative to County Road 15, commuters from western Orono, Mound, Minnetrista and
points west can use the ARing Route@, consisting of segments of CR 110, CR 151, CR 19,
McCulley Road, and CR 6 to access US Highway 12 and eastward to I-394, thus avoiding the
congestion on CR 15 as it winds along the shoreline of Lake Minnetonka.

The Wayzata Boulevard commercial/industrial corridor through Long Lake and Orono
presents additional issues related to traffic volumes and speeds. Opening of the new
Highway 12 bypass has significantly reduced the traffic volume on Wayzata
Boulevard. It is anticipated that a majority of the remaining traffic on Wayzata
Boulevard is local destination trips rather than through commuters. However, traffic
on Wayzata Boulevard is expected to gradually increase over time as the Orono/Long
Lake commercial corridor undergoes infill and redevelopment, and as planned higherdensity residential sites near the west end of the corridor are developed. From a traffic
flow and traffic safety standpoint, and to make the corridor more pedestrian and
bicycle friendly, frontage roads will still be preferable in the long term to direct access
onto Wayzata Boulevard for the many individual businesses which abut it. Frontage
or service roads would allow local traffic movement within and between businesses
without having to access Wayzata Boulevard. Further, the reduction in the number of
direct access points would result in less potential traffic conflict points, and allow
vehicles entering or exiting a given business the ability to access Wayzata Boulevard
at a controlled intersection rather than at an uncontrolled driveway entrance.
City of Orono Community Management Plan 2008-2030
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TRAFFIC VOLUME FORECASTS
Existing and projected traffic volumes for the arterials and collectors in Orono are
shown on Map 4A-1.
In order to better analyze current and future travel patterns, cities are divided into
geographic Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZ=s). Map 4A-2 depicts the eight TAZ=s which
are entirely or partially located within Orono. The projected population, households
and employment within each TAZ are shown in Table 4A-2.

Table 4A-2:
TAZ

Population/Household/Employment Projections 1990-2030 Updated 3-22-10
by Traffic Analysis Zone (Taz)
Population
Households

1990
627
630
631
643
644
645
646
647
Totals

2000

2010

2020

2030

2000

2010

2020

2030

314
809
740
570
2371
1019
1594
121

380
855
880
635
2460
1140
1485
465

340
880
900
720
2480
1130
2040
1010

350
920
945
765
2630
1145
2030
1015

134
312
306
224
842
315
435
45

137
316
315
205
878
355
515
45

145
330
340
245
950
440
570
180

140
365
375
300
1030
470
850
420

145
385
395
320
1100
480
850
425

7285

7538

8300

9500

9800

2613

2766

3200

3950

4100

2.79

2.73

2.59

2.41

2.39

Persons Per Household
TAZ
627
630
631
643
644
645
646
647
Totals

1990

327
860
738
587
2355
938
1343
137

Total Employment*

Retail Employment*

1990

2000

2010

2020

2030

1990

2000

2010

2020

2030

45
105
115
35
45
55
45
575

90
136
122
100
77
58
45
482

100
140
145
65
40
250
55
540

100
140
145
65
35
270
55
705

100
140
145
65
35
270
55
785

15
45
45
5
20
25
0
10

0
50
0
100
34
50
0
20

65
65
110
10
20
80
5
20

65
70
110
10
20
90
5
30

65
70
110
10
20
100
5
40

1020

1110

1335

1515

1595

140

254

375

400

420

*Employment projections reflect that all known employment is sewered, and do not account for self-employed
home workers or domestic help. 1990 and 2000 Employment data source: Metropolitan Council
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ROADWAY CAPACITY ISSUES
The year 2030 traffic projections are used as a planning tool to help test the ability of a
roadway to accommodate future volumes. These volumes were prepared by Hennepin
County. In addition to the number of lanes provided, the daily capacity of any
individual roadway is based upon many factors. Number of access points per mile,
number of signalized intersections per mile, percentage of truck traffic, and the
physical grade of the roadway are examples of some of these factors. However, for
planning purposes, a generalized ADT threshold for roadways is used. Table 4A-3
shows the generalized ADT volume thresholds for a roadway type and number of
lanes in terms of level of service. Level of service (LOS) is a qualitative measure
describing operational conditions within a traffic stream, generally in terms of such
service measures as speed and travel time, freedom to maneuver, traffic interruptions,
and comfort and convenience. Six levels, LOS A to LOS F, are generally used for
traffic analysis. LOS A is the best with free flow conditions and little to no delay.
LOS F is the worst with congestion, long delays, and forced flow. Table 4A-4
provides a brief description of Levels of Service. These values can be used for
planning purposes.

Table 4A-3: Generalized Average Daily Traffic Volume Thresholds
Facility Type

Maximum ADT Volume at Level of Service1
B
C
D2

A
E
2-Lane Roadway –
Without Turn Lanes
3,000
4,500
6,500
8,500
10,000
With R Turn Lanes
4,750
7,200
10,300
13,500
15,900
With L Turn Lanes3
5,250
7,900
11,400
14,900
17,500
With L and R Turn Lanes3
7,500
11,250
16,250
21,250
25,000
4-Lane Roadway –
Without Turn Lanes
7,100
10,700
15,400
20,100
23,700
With R Turn Lanes
9,600
14,400
20,700
27,100
31,900
With L Turn Lanes4
10,100
15,200
21,900
28,600
33,700
With L and R Turn Lanes4
12,600
18,900
27,200
35,600
41,900
1
ADT Volumes above the LOS E maximum threshold would be considered LOS F.
2
LOS D is usually the lowest acceptable LOS allowed by most agencies within the metro area.
3
Also considered the planning capacity for a 3-lane roadway (one through lane in each direction with a
center, two-way left turn lane) without or with a right turn lane.
4
Also considered the planning capacity for a 5-lane roadway (two through lanes in each direction with a
center, two-way left turn lane) without or with a right turn lane.
Note: Approximate values based upon several
assumptions:
Capacity assumptions per lane
Peak hour percentages
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Table 4A-4: Level of Service Description
Level of Service

Description

A

Lower volumes
Little to no delay
Unimpeded movement

B

Minor delays
Reasonably unimpeded operation
Slightly restricted movement

C

Stable conditions
More restricted movements
Speeds controlled by higher volumes

D

Higher density traffic
Volumes near capacity
Some noticeable congestion

E

At capacity
Major delays are common
Lower speeds

F

Failing condition
Significant delays
Very low speeds with stop and go traffic

The potential 2030 traffic volumes, viewed in conjunction with the volume thresholds
shown in Table 4A-3 utilize level of service D as an acceptable service level.
Roadways that would appear to exceed an acceptable service level include the
following:
County Road 15
Shadywood Road
County Road 19/McCulley Road
County Road 6/Sixth Avenue
These roadways constitute some of the primary facilities to/from and through Orono.
The potential volumes on these facilities indicate the absence of other travel paths
caused by the numerous area lakes especially in the southwest portion of Orono. Each
of these facilities is generally two-lane roadways with some left and right turn lanes at
various locations throughout the corridor.
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TRANSPORTATION GOALS AND POLICIES
Orono's Transportation Plan is based upon the following goals and policies which are
designed to be consistent with our regional responsibility for coordinated
transportation planning, and with the goals, policies, and plans of the other elements
of the Community Management Plan.

TRANSPORTATION GOALS
1.

To provide an adequate, safe transportation network sufficient to serve
the needs of all Orono residents.

2.

To provide a coordinated transportation system providing alternative
modes and travel choices for most Orono neighborhoods. Extend bus
service to County Road 6 and Highway 12 to serve commercial/industrial
areas and planned higher density residential development as well as develop a
Park and Ride near the 6/12 intersection.

3.

To provide a coordinated plan for lake area transportation which will
satisfy both economic and environmental concerns.

4.

To achieve the above goals within the financial capabilities of the City
and its citizens.

GENERAL TRANSPORTATION POLICIES
1.

Commuter and general arterial traffic must be directed away from Lake
Minnetonka. County Road 15 has become the "Main Street" of the Lake Area
primarily because of habit and the lack of alternative routes. Shoreline Drive
was originally built as a military road in the 1860's. The road provides the only
access to Minnetonka Beach and to many Orono residences. Meanwhile,
traffic has increased substantially to where the road is crowded because of
commuter traffic. The sensitive environment of Lake Minnetonka, and the
property rights of the riparian landowners, are being damaged by continued
reliance on this outmoded roadway location.

2.

Orono will actively promote use of the Ring Route and Highway 12 to
provide viable efficient alternatives to continued over-use of County Road
15. In 1980 the City constructed the first link in this system, the McCulley
Road connection between County Road 19 and County Road 6. In 1998
Orono worked with Hennepin County to provide for nonstop eastbound access
from McCulley Road to County Road 6; and the final link is direct nonstop
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access from County Road 6 to the new Highway 12 bypass. This system
provides an efficient corridor for handling a substantial share of the truck
traffic and commuter trips from the Westonka area while providing a viable
alternative to County Road 15.
As a result of these improvements, thru-traffic movement will be increased in
speed and safety while environmentally sensitive areas will be protected from
degradation. Any design features of the Ring Route link that may cause traffic
delays, such as ramp metering at the 6/12 intersection, should be avoided to
the greatest extent possible in order that the link functions as an attractive
alternative to County Road 15. However, as the eastbound Co. Rd. 6 entrance
to 12 is expected to reach design capacity by 2020, additional controls may
eventually become necessary.
3.

Orono will actively promote a scenic parkway system to designate those
roads traversing environmentally sensitive and scenically attractive areas.
The intention of the scenic parkway system is to provide a special designation
connoting the typically narrow, curvy, slow-speed character of these roads.
Scenic parkways provide special vistas of Orono's natural amenities and are
best suited for relaxing unhurried travel. High volume traffic, commuter
traffic, and commercial traffic is not appropriate on scenic parkways because
these users do not benefit from the attraction and the physical nature of the
road is not conducive to efficient thru-traffic movement. Because of natural
topographic limitations, scenic parkways will also continue to provide local
property access and limited collector road functions.

4.

Existing collector and arterial roadways will be upgraded as necessary in
a manner that does not encourage additional commercial traffic or
through commuter traffic on any of the City=s primary north-south
collector roads. These roads, specifically Orono Orchard Road, Brown Road,
Willow Drive and Old Crystal Bay Road, are primarily located in the rural area
and serve a dual function both as collectors and as local streets. Discouraging
expansion of their use by non-local traffic will help to preserve the rural
character of the area while enhancing safety.

5.

Orono will encourage improved transit systems and investigation of
alternative transit modes. Orono will support innovative approaches toward
providing transportation alternatives to the private auto. This includes such
concepts as pedestrian and bicycle trails, improved bus service, and
investigation of light rail transit. Orono will coordinate with efforts by other
cities to re-design the bus system to provide a wider variety of trips between
suburbs as opposed to the current system which focuses most trips on
downtown Minneapolis.
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Orono will support and promote the development by Metropolitan Council of
Park and Ride facilities near the Co. Rd. 6/Highway 12 interchange to enable
commuters the option of catching a bus at the west end of the limited access
Highway 12 bypass, thereby avoiding having to travel Wayzata Boulevard to
access bus service. A currently proposed Park-N-Ride facility in Maple Plain
may delay or negate the need for a similar facility in northwest Orono.
6.

Orono will support the Lake Minnetonka Conservation District in the
control of seaplane operation on Lake Minnetonka. The existing level of
seaplane operation is satisfactory to Orono. The City will support the LMCD
in their monitoring of seaplane operation and in any reasonable changes in
regulations necessary to prevent seaplane conflict with the primary boating use
of the lake.

URBAN TRANSPORTATION POLICIES
1.

Local streets in the urban area will be owned and maintained by the City.
Because the land use and street use density of the urban neighborhoods is
relatively high, the City will provide public street access to all urban
properties. City responsibility for proper maintenance levels will ensure
passable, all-weather streets available at all times for emergency vehicles and
for general public ingress and egress.

2.

All urban properties should be directly served by the public street system.
Urban density development is not appropriate on narrow or poorly maintained
private roads. Significant exceptions to this rule are in the case of a planned
residential or commercial development having private maintenance personnel,
or on sensitive lakeshore lots where two homes could be served by one
common private driveway to reduce hardcover and topographical problems.

3.

Urban streets will be constructed to urban design standards. All urban
streets will be paved and of sufficient width to accommodate the number of
properties being served. Intersections and driveway aprons will be designed
and regulated according to commonly accepted engineering safety standards.
Street drainage will be designed to utilize existing natural drainage systems
and to avoid direct runoff into the Lake. Streets and cul-de-sacs will be
designed so that emergency vehicles such as large fire trucks have adequate
space to operate efficiently and effectively.

4.

Curb cuts and driveway locations will be limited for traffic safety. All new
curb cuts and driveway locations will be subject to performance standards
relating to sight distance, lot width and proximity to intersections or other
driveways. All properties will be allowed access, but the number of access
points and the location of allowable access will be limited for public traffic
safety purposes.
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5.

On-street parking will be strictly limited. No parking will be permitted on
narrow streets or at hazardous locations. All urban development must provide
adequate on-site parking facilities.

6.

The City will pursue additional pedestrian and bike-hike trail facilities.
The completion of an interconnected bike-hike trail system is important to the
furtherance of alternative transportation incentives. The City will encourage
Hennepin County to speedily implement the planned bike-hike trail system
along several county roads. The separation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic
from vehicular traffic is of the utmost importance in accident prevention.

7.

The City will promote improved mass transportation services for urban
neighborhoods. Orono has established a Park and Ride Transit System in
Navarre. Orono encourages improved bus scheduling and improved service,
especially at off-peak hours. Orono strongly supports >dial-a-ride= and local
circulator service as well as additional north-south service to supplement and
be coordinated with the main Metro Transit system.

RURAL TRANSPORTATION POLICIES
1.

Public streets in the rural area will be primarily limited to the existing
collector and arterial grid system. The low rural land use density does not
require nor can it economically support an extensive public street system.
Rural lot arrangements have always been served by the existing grid streets
and are capable of subdivision to the planned rural density without requiring
additional public street investments.

2.

The Ring Route concept utilizes as much as possible the existing rural
highway system. The principal corridors for eastbound traffic from
Minnetrista, southern Independence and points west includes Hennepin
County Roads No. 6, 15, 26 and 110. Each of these routes can be followed to
easily connect to the new Highway 12 bypass in northern Orono via the Ring
Route, avoiding the congestion along County Road 15 east of Mound.

3.

The City of Orono will encourage all necessary road system
improvements required to accommodate and to facilitate through traffic
on the Ring Route. This includes cooperation with the adjacent municipalities
as well as Hennepin County and MnDOT in accommodating traffic on existing
road corridors as well as Highway 12 and Wayzata Boulevard.

4.

Rural residential developments will utilize private road feeders to
supplement the existing public road grid. Because of topographical
limitations, the historic shape of rural land divisions, and the low density of
rural land use, most new rural residential lots are best preserved by short cul-
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de-sac roads running off the existing street system. The low number of
dwellings on each road, the dead-end configuration and the scattered road
locations make public roadway maintenance excessively costly compared to
any public benefit. Therefore, most new rural lots will be directly served by
privately owned and maintained roadways. New public streets will be accepted
where a "through" configuration provides a general public benefit and/or
where the number of residences justifies public maintenance expense.
5.

Private rural roadways will be constructed to rural design standards. The
City will regulate private road design standards to ensure environmental
protection and adequate all weather access to all properties. The type and
width of road surface required will vary with the number of residences to be
served and hence the amount of expected vehicle usage. The length of deadend roads will be limited for public safety purposes. Private rural roads and
cul-de-sacs will be designed so that emergency vehicles such as large fire
trucks have adequate space to operate efficiently and effectively. Private rural
roads will generally make us of a standard „rural section‟ design (shoulders
and ditches) except when curb or gutter is necessary for runoff management.

6.

The City will guarantee reasonable maintenance levels and public access
on all private roads. In the process of approving rural subdivisions, the City
will acquire underlying public ingress, egress, and access easements over all
private roads. These easements will ensure legal access of the public to all
properties served by the private road. Development contracts backed by
acceptable forms of financial responsibility will assure that all private roads
are designed and constructed according to City approved standards and
specifications. The City will further guarantee that all private roads are
maintained to reasonable standards at all times through required maintenance
agreements and/or homeowner's associations, and that failure of the private
group to so maintain their private road will be cause for the City to accomplish
needed maintenance and to assess the benefited properties for the direct cost of
such maintenance.

7.

Driveway locations and rural street or private road intersections will be
limited for traffic safety. Rural traffic speed is generally faster than that in
urban neighborhoods requiring greater sight distances and a lesser number of
intersection conflicts for the same degree of traffic safety. Joint use of
carefully located private roads will generally be preferred over direct access
onto public highways from separate properties.

8.

Rural trails are an integral part of the total alternate transportation
system. Rural trails offer access to the Three Rivers Park District system from
all areas of the City. Rural trails offer horseback riding as well as walking and
bicycle opportunities. The City will encourage completion of the planned bikehike trail system and the private development of rural trails connecting the
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public trail system with individual rural properties. The City will continue to
restrict motorized use of trails within Orono as inappropriate to the trail's basic
purpose and as incompatible with adjacent residential properties.
9.

Mass transportation services for rural Orono are not economical, hence
the City will promote the use of Park and Ride locations where local
service is not feasible. The planned rural land use density cannot
economically support public transit services. Existing bus routes pass through
the rural area enroute between Long Lake, Wayzata and urban Orono. These
routes are sufficient to serve Orono's rural needs and will in fact provide
additional rural service as the need for additional urban service increases. No
new rural area route locations are necessary as rural residents desiring to use
transit services will use the established park and ride locations in Navarre and
Wayzata and the planned locations at the intersections County Road 6/ US 12
and near downtown Long Lake.
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THE TRANSPORTATION PLAN
While the City of Orono is located near the urban-rural fringe of the Twin Cities metro
area, Orono is being impacted by ever-increasing commuter traffic from developing
areas to the west. As a result, Orono=s Transportation Plan is a continuation of the
City=s plan to provide for local movement between residential neighborhoods and
commercial centers, but with increased emphasis placed on the efficient movement of
commuter traffic through the City. A primary goal of this Plan is to move traffic away
from the congested, environmentally sensitive lakeshore.
The principle components of Orono's Transportation Plan are as follows:
1.

Completion of Highway 12 Bypass to provide unrestricted east-west
commuter and through traffic movement through northern Orono.

2.

Continuing and enhancing the Ring Route concept including designation of
collectors and minor arterials to direct traffic away from Lake Minnetonka.

3.

Maintaining the Scenic Parkway concept including designation of parkways
for slow-speed recreational access along the Lake Minnetonka shoreline and
other scenically attractive routes.

4.

Continuing the Private Road concept for access to low density rural
residential properties.

5.

Promoting reasonable levels of public transit service for Orono's urban
neighborhoods including maintenance of the existing Metro Transit bus
routes, expansion of routes where residential density or park-and-ride facilities
will support a higher level of service, and investigation of alternative public
transit modes for commuter travel to the center of the Twin Cities region as
well as to commercial and industrial centers in other suburbs for employment
and shopping.

6.

Continuing to develop the Trail System to provide pedestrian and bicycle
transportation alternatives.

ORONO'S ROADWAY CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
A commonly accepted way to describe and analyze a transportation system is through
a classification system which indicates different levels of services and different levels
of construction standards. This Plan generally follows the classification system
outlined in the Metropolitan Council=s 2004 Transportation Policy Plan.
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Map 4A-4 indicates the functional classification plan for streets and roads in
Orono. This plan is consistent with the regional transportation plans and facilities of
the Metropolitan Council, the Minnesota Department of Transportation and the
Hennepin County Department of Transportation. This plan is consistent with the
roadway systems of adjoining municipalities and with Orono's urban and rural land
use plans. The following descriptions provide detailed explanations of each of Orono's
roadway classifications:
PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL Principal arterials are the high-capacity highways that
make up the metropolitan highway system. They are intended to be controlled access
roadways that move traffic between cities, or in Orono=s situation, between the freestanding growth centers and out-state cities west of Orono into the metropolitan area.
They are intended to provide for high mobility (movement of high volumes of traffic
at sustained speeds) with minimal or no direct access to abutting properties. Principal
arterials that are not freeways will incorporate high-capacity controlled at-grade
intersections where grade separation is not feasible. State Highway 12 is Orono=s only
Principal Arterial roadway, although in its current configuration, many access and
intersection characteristics are typical of a minor arterial or collector. Upon
completion, the new Highway 12 “Super 2” freeway segment from Wayzata
Boulevard to County Road 6 will function more effectively as a principal arterial. At
the time the re-route is completed, Old Highway 12 will take on the characteristics of a
Reliever.
JURISDICTION:

Minnesota Department of Transportation

VEHICLES CARRIED:

15,000 - plus

RIGHT OF WAY WIDTH:

Freeway: 300 Feet Non-Freeway: 100-300 Feet

ROADS CLASSIFIED AS PRINCIPAL ARTERIALS (3.9 Miles):
Highway 12 (3.9 mi)

MINOR ARTERIAL
Minor arterials provide supplementary connections between
metro centers and regional business concentrations, and more typically in Orono=s
situation, provide alternative commuter routes to growth centers located west of
Orono. Minor arterials are also intended to provide mobility rather than land access,
although many of Orono=s high-volume minor arterials developed in a manner more
typical of collector roads.
Minor arterials are divided into two administrative categories. AA@ Minor Arterials
have a regional significance and are eligible to compete for federal funding, whereas
AB@ Minor Arterials serve a more local function for shorter trips and are nearly
identical in function to Collectors. AA@ Minor Arterials are further classified into the
following groups:
Relievers - Minor arterials that provide direct relief for traffic on major
metropolitan highways. These roads typically include the closest parallel
routes to the principal arterials.
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Expanders - Routes which provide a way to make connections between
developing areas outside the Interstate (I-494/I-694) ring. County Road 15 is
classified as an Expander.
Connectors - Roads that would provide good, safe connections among town
centers in the urban reserve, urban staging and rural areas. County Road 6
west of McCulley Road is a connector.
Augmenters - Roads that augment principal arterials within the Interstate (I494/I694) Ring.
County Road 6 east of Highway 12 is designated as an Expander although it currently
functions as a Reliever for Highway 12. The Lake Minnetonka Ring Route consisting
of segments of both County and City roads would be considered as an expander or
connector road functioning to move, principally commuters and some truck traffic,
from the western Lake Minnetonka communities into the urbanized areas of the Twin
Cities. The Ring Route channels traffic away from Lake Minnetonka to State
Highways 12 as well as to County Road 6 which has a direct intersection with
Interstate 494 in Plymouth and connections northward to Highway 55. Land use
access is intended to be limited to major traffic generators and local street intersections
without direct access to individual residences.
JURISDICTION:

Hennepin County Dept. Of Transportation

VEHICLES CARRIED:

1,000-30,000

RIGHT-OF-WAY WIDTH:

60-150 Feet; Min. 80‟ for Two Lane Highway

ROADS CLASSIFIED AS >A= MINOR ARTERIALS (11.1 Miles):
CSAH 6 from west City border to McCulley Road (0.6 mi) (Connector)
CSAH 6 from east City border to McCulley Road (5.8 mi) (Expander)
CSAH 15 (Shoreline Drive) (3.9 mi) (Expander)
CSAH 19 (S. of CSAH 15) (0.8 mi) (Expander)
ROADS CLASSIFIED AS >B= MINOR ARTERIALS (5.8 Miles ):
CSAH 19 (Shadywood Road north of CR 15 & North Shore Drive
including McCulley Road Ring Route connection) (5.0 mi)
Willow Drive north of Highway 12 (0.8 mi)

COLLECTOR A Collector street functions to collect traffic from local streets and
move it to neighborhood activity centers or to intersections with principal or minor
arterials. Local land use access is permitted but is regulated as to location and number
with direct access to be avoided whenever alternative local street access is available.
Intersections with other collectors are often controlled with signals or with four-way
stop signs. Traffic usage is moderate.
JURISDICTION:

County or City

VEHICLES CARRIED:

1,000 - 15,000

RIGHT-OF-WAY WIDTH:

60-100 Feet
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ROADS CLASSIFIED AS COLLECTORS (20.5 Miles):
CSAH 151 (North Arm Drive) (1.7 1.8 mi)
CSAH 135 (Tonkawa Road) (1.9 1.7 mi)
CSAH 146 (Brown Road South) (1.9 mi)
Old Crystal Bay Road N. of 84 (2.2 mi)
Watertown Road (LL bdry to mcCulley Rd) (3.0 mi)
CSAH 84 (OCB-Fox-Leaf-Bayside) (3.9 mi)
CSAH 51 (North Shore Drive) (2.4 mi)
CSAH 201 (Homestead Trail) (0.1 mi)
Willow Drive (south of LL) (2.1 mi)
Fox St. (Willow to Orono Orchard Rd. @ 15) (1.4 mi)

SCENIC PARKWAY Scenic Parkway is a designation and classification used by the
Cities of Minneapolis and Saint Paul and applied by Orono to those roads which
traverse especially scenic and environmentally significant areas of the City. The scenic
parkway is typically a narrow, curvy, slow speed road which provides access to
recreational areas and special vistas of scenic attractions. High volume through traffic
and commercial traffic is not appropriate on scenic parkways because these users do
not benefit from the attraction and because the physical nature of the roadway is not
conducive to efficient through traffic movement.
Orono=s Scenic Parkway designation has been applied to certain roadways whose
functional classification ranges from minor arterials to collector or local streets
Because of environmental sensitivity, certain roads designated as scenic parkways
cannot be upgraded to function more efficiently as higher capacity collectors or minor
arterials without adversely affecting the natural setting, the scenic quality of the road
and/or the property rights of abutting landowners. Because of the natural topography
of the area, scenic parkways also have long provided and will continue to provide the
dual traffic and local access functions of both local and collector streets.
JURISDICTION:

County or City

VEHICLES CARRIED:

1,000-20,000

RIGHT-OF-WAY WIDTH:

50-66 Feet

ROADS CLASSIFIED AS SCENIC PARKWAYS (16.2 miles):
(includes some roads classified above)
Shoreline Drive (CSAH 15) from Shadywood Road (CSAH 19) to east City
boundary ) (3.0 mi)
North Shore Drive (CSAH 51 & Part of CSAH 19) from Shoreline Drive
(CSAH 15) to west City boundary (3.9 mi)
Shadywood Road (CSAH 19 from CSAH 51 to south City boundary) (2.0 mi)
Tonkawa Road (CSAH 135) (1.7 mi)
Bayside Road (from Tonkawa Rd. to Leaf St.) (1.2 mi)
Leaf Street portion of CSAH 84 (0.25 mi)
Fox Street portion of CSAH 84 (0.5 mi)
Old Crystal Bay Road portion of CSAH 84 (0.9 mi)
Fox Street from CSAH 84 to Orono Orchard Road (1.75 mi)
Orono Orchard Road (1.0 mi)
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LOCAL STREET Local streets are public streets that function to provide direct
access to abutting properties. Local streets carry traffic within neighborhoods rather
than through traffic between neighborhoods. Intersections with collector streets are
controlled by stopping the local street traffic.
JURISDICTION:

City

VEHICLES CARRIED:

Less than 1,000

RIGHT-OF-WAY WIDTH:

50-60 Feet

DEAD-END (CUL-DE-SAC): Length will be limited by public safety considerations

PRIVATE ROAD A private road is a privately owned and privately maintained road,
located in the rural area or within a planned development, that functions as a local
access street. The City will require that private roads be constructed and maintained to
City standards. The City will acquire an easement for public ingress, egress and access
to all properties, but the City will allow the property owners to limit normal use of the
road to the benefitting landowners and their invitees. Private roads will be located on
platted outlots intended for joint and several ownership by all the benefited property
owners.
JURISDICTION:

Homeowners Association with
underlying easement to City

MAXIMUM SERVICE:

Approximately 10 residential properties

RIGHT-OF-WAY WIDTH:

30-50 feet depending upon number of users

DEAD-END (CUL-DE-SAC): Length will be limited by public safety considerations
DESIGN SECTION:

Rural Section (shoulders and ditches) except where curb
or gutter may be necessary for runoff management

PRIVATE DRIVEWAY A driveway is a privately owned and privately maintained
vehicle path between the street and private property. Private driveways shall be subject
to access permits according to the classification of the abutting street. Private
driveways will not be subject to any public easement or access right, but do require
recorded private easements where driveways cross an intervening private lot between
the residence served and the street.
JURISDICTION:

Property owner

MAXIMUM SERVICE: 1 residence typical; joint driveways allowed with maximum two
residents per driveway in rural areas more users require private
road standards
DRIVEWAY WIDTH:

Will be regulated where more than one user is involved or for
public safety purposes where there is excessive length between the
residence and the public road
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Table 4A-5: 2008 Roadway Mileage by Classification
Classification
Principal Arterial

Mileage

% of Total

3.9**

4%

>A= Minor Arterial

11.1

12 %

>B= Minor Arterials

5.8

6%

Collectors

20.5

22 %

Local (Public)*

34.1

36 %

Local (Private)*

18.5

20 %

Total

93.9

100 %

Designated
Scenic Parkways

16.2

17 %

*Does not include platted undeveloped ROW
**Does not include New Highway 12 corridor

Existing roadway maintenance jurisdictions are reasonable as they relate to the
classification plan. The Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) has
appropriate jurisdiction over the only Principal Arterial in the City, Highway 12.
However, the new Highway 12 freeway segment is under MnDOT jurisdiction, with
an expectation that jurisdiction for Old Highway 12 (Wayzata Boulevard) will be
transferred to Hennepin County. The new Highway 12 freeway segment will be
designated as a Principal Arterial, and Wayzata Boulevard will likely be classified as
an A Minor Arterial.
Hennepin County has jurisdiction over most of the Minor Arterials designated in the
Plan, including a majority of the County Road 6 - McCulley Road - County Road 19
system, and County Road 15. It is anticipated that Hennepin County will assume
jurisdiction in the future over the City-built Ring Route link (McCulley Road)
between County Road 19 and County Road 6. Willow Drive north of Highway 12 is
under City jurisdiction and there is no plan to convert it to a County road at this time.
Hennepin County has jurisdiction over most of the designated Scenic Parkways, which
is appropriate in that these roads serve as access to Lake Minnetonka and to Hennepin
County and MnDNR maintained boat launch sites for many County residents who do
not reside in Orono. The City has jurisdiction over those Scenic Parkways that are
away from the immediate lakeshore, including Fox Street and Orono Orchard Road.
The City has appropriate jurisdiction of most of the Collector and all of the local
streets which serve all Orono residents. Certain key street segments have been
designated for Municipal State Aid construction assistance, as shown in Table 4A-7
and Map 4A-3.
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Finally, individual property owners have appropriate private jurisdiction over those
Private Roads serving only their individual properties; for a majority of existing
private roads, the City holds a public road easement that can be exercised if needed to
ensure reasonable access to all properties.
Table 4A-6: Summary of Road/ROW Lengths & Acreages by Jurisdiction (2008)
Road Category

Length (Miles)

Developed City Roads
Undeveloped City Roads and Alleys
Private Roads
County Roads
State Highways
Total of all ROWs*
Developed Public Roads Total
Percentage by Jurisdiction:
Private Roads
Developed City Roads
County Roads
State Roads

R.O.W. Acreage (Acres)

44.5
3.3
18.5
27.0
3.9
97.2
75.4
(18.5) = 20 %
(44.5) = 47 %
(27.0) = 29 %
( 3.9) = 4 %
(93.9) = 100 %

378
16
108
239
44
785
661
(108) = 14 %
(378) = 49 %
(239) = 31 %
( 44) = 6 %
(769) = 100 %

*Does not include BNRY right-of-way

Table 4A-7: Orono Municipal State Aid (MSA) Roadway System - 2008
MSA Control
Section
Number

Road Name

MSA Designation Limits

101

Willow Drive

102
103
104
105
107
109
110

Old Crystal Bay Road
Watertown Road
McCulley Road
Fox Street
Brown Road North
Leaf Street
North Ferndale Road

a) Fox Street to Watertown Road
b) TH 12 to to CSAH 6
CSAH-84 to CSAH-6
McCulley Road to Willow Drive
CSAH-84/19 to Watertown Road
Willow Drive South to Brown Road South
Wayzata Boulevard to CSAH-6
CSAH-84 to Watertown Road
US Hwy 12 to CSAH-6 (shared mileage)

Total Designated MSA Roads

Length
(Miles)
0.79
0.64
2.12
2.75
0.77
0.50
0.72
0.50
0.66

9.45 miles

The Hennepin County Transportation Systems Plan adopted in 2004 identifies a
number of possible future changes to roadway jurisdiction. The potential changes
affecting Orono include:
● Conversion of the following City roads to County jurisdiction:
- McCulley Road from CSAH-84 to CSAH-6 (0.9 mi.)
- Old Crystal Bay Road from CSAH-84 (Fox St.) to CSAH-6 (2.1 mi.)
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● Conversion of the following County roads to City jurisdiction:
- Brown Road (CSAH-146) from U.S. 12 to CSAH-51 (2.4 mi.)
- Tonkawa Road (CSAH-135) from CSAH -51 to CSAH-84 (1.8 mi.)
- North Arm Drive/West Branch Rd (CSAH-151) (1.8 mi.)
- Bayside Road/Leaf Street/Fox Street (CSAH-84) from Old Crystal Bay Road
to CSAH-19 (3.0 mi.)
● Conversion of the following State highway from Mn/DOT to County jurisdiction:
- TH-12 from west of CSAH-15 to CSAH-6 (4.0 mi.)
The City of Orono has currently taken no official position regarding the majority of
these potential future changes. Orono and Long Lake have established a joint
“Highway 12 Turnback Committee” that has been meeting over the past 3 years
regarding the anticipated conversion of Old Highway 12 from MnDOT to Hennepin
County jurisdiction.
RIGHT-OF-WAY PRESERVATION & ACCESS MANAGEMENT
Right-of-Way Acquisition and Preservation
Additional right-of-way will be needed in the future for bike/hike trails, walkways,
and transit facilities such as APark and Ride@ locations. As right-of-way needs are
identified, properties from which right-of-way is needed will be flagged in the
appropriate City files. All proposed subdivisions involving flagged properties will be
reviewed in terms of right-of-way needs, and where additional right-of-way is needed,
the right-of-way will be obtained via plat dedication, easement, or other permanent
means. Additional right-of-way for recreational needs will in most cases be obtained
via easements over private property. Additional right-of-way for general
transportation purposes will in most cases be obtained by plat dedication; when
feasible and where appropriate, the City will obtain fee title to right-of-way to protect
the City=s investments and interests.
Where identified right-of-way needs are unrelated to any proposed subdivision, the
City will obtain needed right-of-way by gift, purchase or condemnation as
circumstances may warrant.
The City will establish and maintain an official map and records of all existing rightof-ways and easements for permanent reference.
Access Management
Management of access to principal and minor arterials is necessary to ensure a safe
and efficient arterial system. Direct individual property access to arterials is regulated
in the Orono Municipal Code by requiring development of local streets or private
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roads to serve new residential developments of 3 or more units; by limiting the
number of curb cuts per residence; by prohibiting direct access to principal arterials;
and by a number of other regulations involving the location, type and number of
access points to the arterial roadway system.
It is the City=s policy that new direct access to arterials is to be minimized to the
greatest extent possible. However, many of southern Orono=s arterials near the Lake
Minnetonka shoreline have historically served a dual function as both arterials and as
local/collector streets, due to geographic and topographic limitations. Minimization or
consolidation of existing driveway and local street access points along these unique
roadways is a complex matter which will often require the cooperation of multiple
property owners. The City will encourage the use of shared driveways along existing
developed arterials wherever feasible. Further, the City will continue to investigate
the feasibility of closing existing direct local street access points to principal and
minor arterials where suitable alternative access points may be established.

LAKE ACCESS PRESERVATION AND MANAGEMENT
With more than 40 miles of Lake Minnetonka shoreline and nearly 5 miles of
additional lake shorelines, Orono=s lakes provide a significant recreational resource for
all Orono residents, not just for those who own property abutting the lakes. This value
was long ago realized by the City fathers, as well as by early land developers. In order
to provide lake access for the general public, as well as to provide for fire department
access to the lake as a water source, a number of lake access corridors were created as
the shoreland developed. These typically are platted, dedicated right-of-ways leading
from the local road system to the shoreline, and are commonly from 16' to 66' in
width.
The historic level of use of these right-of-ways (sometimes referred to as Afire lanes@
or Alake access roads@) ranges from minimal to year-round. Certain of these corridors
have been maintained by the City for local swimming beaches or as winter
snowmobile and ice-fishing accesses. Certain accesses are provided with docks for
fishing, and some have ramp areas suitable for launching a small boat. However, most
do not have designated parking available, and are primarily intended to serve the
neighborhood rather than the general public. A number of these access corridors have
steep topography and experience a relatively low level of usage.
The value of these corridors to the general public both now and in the future is too
great to be measured. While an access corridor or fire lane may appear to an adjacent
landowner as abandoned, there may well be a future public need for that corridor that
may not be obvious today. The Minnesota Supreme Court in 1944 (Application of
Baldwin, et al No. 33721 for vacation of a platted dedicated lake access road) upheld
the value of retaining the public=s right to access the lake. In an excerpt from the
findings of the Court:
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AThis court requires no proof that Lake Minnetonka is a priceless heritage of the people of Minnesota, to be preserved
and passed on to posterity. Judicial notice will be taken of the fact that it is one of the most precious jewels in the
string of Ten Thousand Lakes of which Minnesota is so justly proud... Because of its wide expanse and proximity to
our metropolitan areas, it is much frequented and used for boating, fishing, picnicking and bathing - perhaps more
than any other lake in the state. Its shore line of nearly 100 miles is dotted with permanent homes and summer
cottages, not only at its waters edge, but extending far back from the shore. But the use of the lake is not confined to
dwellers on its shore or nearby. During the summer season especially, it is the mecca for thousands upon thousands of
urbanites, not so fortunate as to possess a lake home, who - young and old alike - seek its shores and waters for diverse
recreational purposes. To those who do not indulge in active recreation, it affords the opportunity of communing with
nature at its best. With the increase in the permanent lake population, however, the extent of lakeshore available to the
public generally and the means of public access to the lake have diminished and therefore become increasingly
valuable from year to year...we must not forget that the public includes persons other than those in the immediate
vicinity. The general public has a true concern in the recreational facilities offered by the lakes which nature has so
freely given us in this state. Their generous sharing by all will make for a healthier and happier people. The many not
fortunate enough to be able to acquire the advantages of ownership of lake shore properties should not be deprived of
these benefits. This we would do if we permitted streets leading to the lakeshore to be vacated...

AThe loss to the public of 150 feet of shoreline out of a total of approximately 100 miles may to the Baldwins seem
inconsequential or even infinitesimal and nothing to be disturbed about. But, of this 100 miles of precious shoreline,
only a small fraction has been reserved for the public; and if the courts should create a precedent by permitting a
single inroad, however small, upon the public=s share of the shoreline, other inroads will inevitably follow, until the
aggregate becomes a real threat to the public=s free access to the lake. To avoid any possibility of such a result, the
courts should with equal vigor repulse the first, the second, and every other assault upon the public domain. @

Less than 1% of Orono=s lake shoreline has been dedicated as public access corridors.
Nearly all the rest is privately owned, and not available to the public for lake access
purposes, save for the DNR Maxwell Bay Access, Hennepin County=s North Arm
Access and the City=s Summit Park on Long Lake. Hennepin County=s Noerenberg
Gardens Memorial Park, while abutting Lake Minnetonka, has deed restrictions that
disallow use for docking or launching boats. With shoreland abutting a dozen separate
bays in Lake Minnetonka, Orono has a commitment to maintaining access via the
dedicated access corridors. Orono=s lake accesses are enumerated in Table 4A-8.
Lake Access Policies
It is the City=s intent to permanently retain for public use all existing lake access
corridors and fire lanes, regardless of the current level of use or maintenance. To this
end, the City will follow these policies:
1.

Requests for vacation of dedicated lake access right-of-ways will be denied in all
cases except where equal or better lake access will be granted nearby in return.

2.

The City will identify and take necessary action to preserve the public=s right to
use of any such accesses which exist but which may not have been formally
dedicated.

3.

The City will endeavor to work with property owners adjacent to lake access
corridors to ensure that both the rights of the public and the rights of the private
landowner are upheld.
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Table 4A-8: City of Orono Lake Minnetonka Access Points - Designated Use and Current Status
Plat
Section

Between
Address #s

2-S

1355/1385

Shoreline Drive - “Molly’s
Corner” (Outlot A, Dragonfly
Hill)
Smith Bay (Lower Lake)

2-S

Across from
1410 Shoreline

Shore Fishing

Hennepin County provides an informal parking area and trashcans at this wide
spot along Shoreline Drive; popular fishing spot; winter vehicular access feasible

2

Shoreline Drive at Spates

10-S

Adj to 1955

Winter Only

North Shore Drive at Shoreline
Drive
Crystal Bay

10-S

Gated in summer; seasonal Long Lake Fire Dept. boat dockage established here
in 2008; winter vehicular access allowed.
Tracts S&U, RLS 192; these tracts are on the steep slope adjacent to Shoreline
Drive; due to slope and safety issues this access point is not open for public use

--

9-S

2605/2655

ID
Access Name
or Street Name
#
Brown’s Bay (Lower Lake)
1

End of Orono Lane

--

3

North Shore Drive

Designated
Use

UPDATED 4/2/01 (#5,7) UPDATED 5/21/08
Notes
Not open for public use; plat map indicates questionable abutment of shoreline

No longer a public access

(“Town Road”)

4

8-S

3498/3510

17-N

3685/3705

33' wide eastward extension of North Shore Drive (Hennepin County jurisdiction)

5

North Shore Drive at Baldur
Park Road
North Shore Drive east of
Shadywood Road
Shadywood Road at Sunset Dr

17-N

1998/2000

15.2' wide platted alley - closely abutting homes on either side

6

Crystal Bay Road (West end)

17-S

Adj to 2264
Shadywood

7

Crystal Bay Road (Relocated
extension of Bayview Place in
plat of “Wallace’s Addition...”)

17-S

3405/3415

8

Crystal Bay Road (Platted
extension of Hillside Place)

17-S

3339/3345

66' wide platted road extending to lakeshore; City also owns 4 adjacent tiny
lakeshore parcels to the east for an additional 200' of shoreline, over which a
number of inland private parcels claim deeded access rights for “boating and
bathing”… status currently under discussion
20' relocated alley from Railroad property to shoreline; potential lake access from
railway corridor. The only known documentation is Doc. #507616 deed filed
Nov. 10, 1908 from Wallace et al to Priebe which states that the 20' strip is
“heretofore taken for street purposes” and notes that the platted alley between
Lots 18 and 19 was vacated by the District Court.
25' wide platted roadway; contains municipal sewer lines, potential access from
neighborhood and Railroad/Trail corridor to lakeshore

--

Winter Only

30' wide platted road right-of-way

Maxwell Bay
9

Gibbs Landing - Fox St.

4-S

Adj to 3125

Pedestrian
year-round,
vehicles
winter only

Tax records show access as Outlot A, owned by owner of 3125, City has
easement over Outlot, City maintains access

Stubbs Bay
10

Eastlake Street

5-N

3424/3465

Winter Only

30' platted road gated March 1 - Dec. 1

11

Bayside Rd. at Stubbs Bay Rd.

5-N

3580/3640

Fishing Dock

12

Bayside Rd

5-N

NA

13

Bayside Rd.

5-N

14

Westlake Street

5-N

Across from
3640, 3700,
3750 Bayside
West side of
3775 Bayside
372/389

33' platted road (“Oak Street” in plat of “Bay View Park”) Also used for winter
access by snowmobiles off Luce Line
Two 60' platted roads and one 65' platted road to the Lake (Park, Spring, and
Maple Streets in plat of Bay View Park; and Theresa St. in plat of Ottoville on
Lake Minnetonka). These potential access points are not opened for public use.
30' realigned platted road (Realigned “Lake Street” in the plat of Ottoville on
Lake Minnetonka) (See street file 3775 Bayside). Not opened for public use.
30' platted road right-of-way extending to lakeshore; walking access only.

Fishing Dock

NA

North Arm Bay
15

Park Lane

6-S

607/649

16

Oak Street

6-S

Adj to 4119

17

Baldur Park Road

8-S

18

8-S

20

Oak Place (Platted road in plat
of “Crystal Bay View”)
Sandy Beach (Extension of
Maple Place)
Grant Street

Across from
1384/1392
3768/3818

21
22

19

60' wide platted road, paved to shoreline - usable for boat launch but there is no
parking available
30' wide platted road, not developed, steep slopes and ravine limit use
NW end of platted developed road as it extends to shoreline

North Shore Dr

Swimming
Beach

40' wide platted undeveloped road extending from North Shore Drive across
platted Cherry Ave to shoreline; mostly wetland or under water
60' wide platted roadway used for City beach

8-S

3898/3908
Cherry Ave

8-S

1310 Spruce/
1330 Cherry Pl

50' wide platted road, undeveloped

Spruce Place

8-S

1250/1260

40' wide (remaining after partial vacation) platted roadway, undeveloped

Loma Linda Avenue

8-N

1098/1130

Fishing Dock

40' wide platted road; also useful for vehicular access

Forest Lake
23

Forest Lake Landing

7-N

4415/4440

60' wide platted road right-of-way , access not developed, walking use only

24

Elmwood Avenue

7-N

South of 1199

20' wide platted road/alley undeveloped right-of-way leading to shoreline

25

“Summit Avenue” (Extension
of Elmwood Avenue)
“Buff Street”

7-S

1067/1101

50' wide platted road undeveloped right-of-way to shoreline

7-S

West side of
1453 Park Dr

50' wide platted road right-of-way to shoreline, not developed

7-S

“4795"
Shoreline

7-S

4731/4745

29

North Shore Drive west end
(adjacent to Orono/M’trista
border)
North Shore Drive at “Adams
Street” Extension
Rest Point Lane

7-S

1340/1345

33' platted right-of-way corridor extension of Co. Rd. 19 plus tax-forfeited Lot
10, Block 6, “Bergquist and Wicklund’s Park...”; undeveloped corridor primarily
for drainage purposes due to very steep slopes
40' platted road right-of-way extension in plat of “Bergquist and Wicklund’s
Park...” undeveloped, very steep, used for drainage
33' platted right-of-way corridor, pavement does not extend to lake

30

Rest Point Road

7-S

1405/1410

31

Orchard Beach Place

7-S

West of 1530

32

Highwood Lane Extension

7-S

33

Highwood Road Alley

7-S

4156/4167
Highwood Rd
4051/4075

34

Corral Road Extension

17-N

1785/1825
Concordia

20' platted alley mainly for drainage but also walking access

35

Fagerness Point Accretions

18-N

Across from
1965/1985
Fagerness Pt Rd

Accretions to the 40' originally platted road in the plat of “Fagerness”; title
registrations by most abutting owners have resulted in dedicated right-of-way no
longer abutting shoreline; it appears that there is no public access remaining

2871/2879
Casco Pt Rd
3195/3205

26

West Arm Bay
27

28

16' platted road right-of-way widens to about 40' at shoreline, paved but no boat
launching available
50' platted road right-of-way extends to shoreline; tree growth and topography
limits vehicular access
20' platted alley right-of-way to shoreline; steep slope to shoreline, undeveloped
20' platted alley right-of-way to shoreline, not developed

Spring Park Bay
36

Casco Point Beach

20-S

37

Casco Circle

20-S

Swimming
Beach

60' wide platted road (“Carman St”) used as a City swimming beach
60' wide platted road right-of-way to shoreline at the south side of Casco Circle undeveloped

Carmans Bay
38

“Ivy Lane” (Ivy Place)

20-S

3486/3508

39

“Spring Street”

20-S

2600/2618
Casco Pt Rd

40

Carman Street

20-S

2490 Carman/
3555 Frederick

41

Lydiard Beach

20-S

End of Lydiard
Rd

60' wide platted road right-of-way extending to shoreline east of Ivy Place steep, used for drainage
40' wide platted road right-of-way from Casco Point Road to shoreline along
south side of plat of “Kaster Cove” - undeveloped, walking access only
30' wide platted road right-of-way extending to shoreline, fishing dock
Swimming
Beach

66' wide platted road right-of-way extending to shoreline, used as a City
swimming beach

Big Island
A

N. End of “Lawn Avenue”

23-N

110

33' wide platted roadway adjacent to Lot 46, Morse Island Park

B

E. end of “Tooisit Avenue”

23-N

110/120

C

Unnamed Street

23-N

120/140

D

“Bay Place”

23-N

210/260

33' wide platted roadway adjacent to Lot 45, Morse Island Park - slope makes use
difficult
90' wide platted roadway between Lots 38 and 39, Morse Island Park - City has
established drivable gravel road for emergency & service vehicle access
50' +/- wide platted roadway between Lots 21 and 54, Morse Island Park

E

“Meadow Lane East Extended”

23-S

280/290

F

“Meta-Comet Avenue South”

23-S

340

G

“Massasolt Avenue West End”

23-S

440/450

H

“Meadow Lane Alley”

23-S

450/460

I

“Pleasant View Street”

22-S

570/600

20' wide platted roadway between Lots 59 and 60, Morse Island Park - steep
slope makes use difficult
33' wide platted roadway between Lot F Morse Island Park and Lot 3, Morse
Island Park 2nd Addition
33' wide platted roadway between Lot 1, Morse Island Park and Lot 1, Scrivers
subdivision of Lot E, Morse Island Park - steep slope
16' platted alley between Lots 5 and 6, Morse Island Park - drivable for
emergency and service vehicles
30' platted roadway between Lot 9, Pleasant View Lake Minnetonka and Lot 3,
Island Pointe
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PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
Map 4A-5 indicates the existing extent of public transit service in Orono. Orono is
within Transit Market Area III. The three primary routes serving Orono are Express
Route 675 and 677, which provide express service to downtown from the Mound,
Navarre and Wayzata commercial areas along County Road 15, and Express Route
674 which provides similar express service to western and central Orono, Long Lake
and Wayzata. These three limited frequency routes provide public transportation for
the urban areas of Orono, although the rural areas are not served other than through
Park-and-Ride Facilities located in the area commercial hubs. Expansion of service to
the existing Wayzata Boulevard corridor from Brown Road to Old Crystal Bay Road
should be considered at such time that the planned urban residential densities will
support such expansion. Additionally, if a Park-and-Ride facility can be established in
northwest Orono along Highway 12, express bus service should be extended to that
facility.
Existing rail corridors provide some potential for future public transit but
virtually no potential for future industrial freight service. The branch rail line
through southern Orono once had frequent passenger service to Minneapolis and has
the potential for renewed service as a part of a region-wide alternative light-rail
transportation system. This rail line has been acquired by the Hennepin County
Regional Rail Authority for potential future light rail transit use. Until such time that
the corridor is needed for light rail or some other passenger mode, it is being managed
by the Three Rivers Park District as the Dakota Rail Regional Trail for pedestrian and
bicycle use. This will be an element of the regional trail system, as indicated in the
Metropolitan Council‟s Regional recreation and Open Space Policy Plan.
The Burlington Northern rail line across northern Orono in the past had potential for
providing direct rail service to the Orono Industrial Park. Such service was never
utilized, and the potential for it has been eliminated as a result of the Highway 12
freeway construction, which relocated the rail line further south and added a 2-lane
freeway system between the Industrial Park and the relocated rail line.
Public Transportation Goals.
1.

Extend bus service to Old Crystal Bay Road along Wayzata Boulevard to
serve commercial/industrial areas and planned higher density residential
development. Metro Transit bus service currently does not serve the Highway
12 corridor west of Brown Road. The addition of Stonebay (160 residential
units) between Willow Drive and Old Crystal Bay Road, and the potential
future development of an additional 300-400 residential units in the southwest
quadrant of Highway 12 at Old Crystal Bay Road, plus the pending
construction of 200,000 s.f. of office warehouse and 100,000+ s.f. of office
uses in this immediate area, suggest a potential to justify the extension of
express bus service westward to Old Crystal Bay Road.
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2.

Develop additional park-and-ride facilities in western Orono near the
intersection of Highway 12 and CSAH-6 to reduce the volume of
commuter traffic traveling through Orono. A Park-and-Ride facility has
been proposed by Metro Transit in the southwest quadrant of the Highway
12/CSAH-6 interchange. This location near the confluence of the Ring Route,
CSAH-6 and both the old and new Highway 12 corridors, can act as a
terminus for direct express bus service to Minneapolis serving commuters
from western Orono as well as those from developing communities to the
west. Because this location is in a low-density rural area of Orono, careful
planning will be needed to ensure the facility has minimal impact on the rural
character of the area, especially in relation to site lighting, facility height, etc.

3.

Review the configuration and usage patterns of the existing Navarre
Park-and-Ride facilities, and make appropriate changes to provide for
efficiency and safety. The Navarre Park-and-Ride facility consists of a
portion of the City-owned surface parking lot north of County Road 15 which
serves a wide variety of businesses on its south and east perimeters, as well as
a small neighborhood park to the north. The northwesterly portion of the lot is
signed and used for Park-and-Ride purposes. The lot is somewhat remote
from the actual bus passenger pick-up and drop-off locations and with the
eastbound passenger pick-up point on the south side of County Road 15, most
commuters must cross 15 on foot during the morning rush hour, via a crosswalk that is not signalized. An option that should be studied further is the
feasibility of the express bus routing through the Park-and-Ride lot.
The City will study the options for making this Park-and-Ride safer and more
user-friendly in conjunction with its ongoing visioning process for the Navarre
business district. Additionally, the City will work with Metro Transit to
determine whether a need exists to expand the parking area devoted to Parkand-Ride use. The topography of the site is such that a two-level ramp might
be feasible with only minimum visual impacts.

BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN TRANSPORTATION ALTERNATIVES
Implementation of Orono‟s planned recreational trail system is ongoing and involves
cooperation between multiple agencies. The system offers an alternative set of
transportation facilities for pedestrian and bicycle movement. The complete bike-hike
and recreational trail system is described in CMP Part 4E and is shown on Map 4E-3.
These trails provide a coordinated alternative to auto transportation for local trips by
almost all Orono residents. Orono=s Trail Plan when fully implemented will facilitate
transportation in at least three respects:
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1.

To the Orono Schools. The most developed portion of the trail
system connects neighborhoods along Old Crystal Bay Road to the
Orono Schools campus, and extensions to the east and west paralleling
County Road 6 and Kelly Parkway provide excellent pedestrian access
to the school campus from neighborhoods near Long Lake.

2.

To the Parks. The original vision for the trail system was to
interconnect the various local and regional parks. Existing trail
segments provide a complete connection between Baker Park in
northwest Orono and the DNR=s Luce Line Trail, and future trail
construction will link additional park facilities throughout the City.

3.

To the Urban Centers. Trails also provide a way of connecting
neighborhoods to the urban centers. Trail links along Highway 12 are
being explored to facilitate pedestrian access to Long Lake, and the
conversion of the Dakota Rail corridor to trail use provides links
between Wayzata, Crystal Bay, Navarre and Mound.
Additionally, the cities of Orono, Tonka Bay and Shorewood have
joined in an effort to study the feasibility of constructing a trail along
County Road 19 from the Dakota Rail Trail in Navarre to the north leg
of the Lake Minnetonka LRT Regional Trail in Shorewood. This trail
if constructed should become part of the Regional Trail system.

Orono=s Trail Plan is enhanced and complemented by the Hennepin County Bicycle
Transportation Plan, which proposes development of a number of bike trail segments
along defined routes throughout the County. Construction of certain segments may
require acquisition of additional right-of-way.
Orono=s Trail Plan provides for trail corridors that are not necessarily intended to be
congruent with Orono=s AScenic Parkway@ roadway classification. Certain roads
designated as AScenic Parkways@, such as County Road 15, have severe limitations for
development of parallel or adjacent trail facilities, and have purposely not been
included as proposed trail corridors.

(Trail Map 4E-3 here)
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TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS:
COMPLETED AND PROPOSED
COMPLETED TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS
Since the most recent CMP update was completed in 2000, a number of local
transportation system improvements have been accomplished or are planned to greatly
improve traffic management and safety in Orono. These are summarized as follows:
Table 4A-9: Completed Transportation System Improvements 2000-2008
Year

Improvements Completed

2003

Installation of 4-way stop at the intersection of Willow Drive and CSAH-6

2005

Construction of Kelley Parkway and revisions to north leg of 12/Willow intersection

2006-7
2006

Replacement of Old Crystal Bay Road and Willow Drive bridges over BNRR and new
Highway 12 as part of Highway 12 Bypass
Resurfacing of Old Crystal Bay Road North from Watertown Road to US 12

2007

Addition of Glendale Cove Lane to public street system

PLANNED TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS
A.

Local and Collector Roads
A small number of minor changes or improvements are expected in
Orono's local and collector road system. The existing local and collector
road grid system is properly located and of adequate capacity to serve all of
Orono's expected rural developments without new public street requirements.
New rural residential developments are expected to rely entirely on private
roads where new access is required by new lot arrangements.
In the defined urban area, a few short local street extensions may occur within
the next ten years. No new urban collector capacity will be required because of
the limited number of dwellings in these developments.

B.

County Road 15 (Shoreline Drive)
Hennepin County=s reconstruction of County Road 15 from Orono Orchard
Road eastward to Wayzata in the late 1990s has improved the safety and
reliability of that segment of this congested commuter route, by adding a
center left turn lane as well as acceleration and turn lanes at appropriate
locations. Future improvements to CR15 between Orono Orchard Road and
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the Navarre area will be limited by adjacency to the lakeshore and the inability
to increase the right-of-way width. There are no current plans at this time to
widen CR15 to four lanes, although traffic volumes far exceed the levels
necessary to warrant such a configuration.
Orono remains opposed to further widening of County Road 15 within
Orono due to potential negative environmental impacts on the adjacent lake
area; due to the limited area available for expanding the roadbed because of
adjacent lakes and wetlands; because this road must continue to serve its dual
function as a local access road as well as a minor arterial; and because it=s
ability to serve as a low-speed Scenic Parkway would be reduced by any
expansion. Orono=s position for the past 3 decades has been to discourage
widening of CR15 to four lanes at any location. The City continues to
maintain this position. Orono will continue to encourage increased use of the
Ring Route to take traffic volume off of CR15, thereby effectively increasing
its local service capacity.
Orono further encourages the development of a new or improved connection
south to Highway 7 for areas west of Orono as another alternative commuter
link to the metropolitan area.
1999 COUNTY ROAD 15 TRAFFIC STUDY. Pursuant to City concerns
with regard to traffic movement efficiency and the accessibility to/from
County Road 15 between County Road 51 (North Shore Drive) and West
Ferndale Road, in 1999 the Council directed that the City Engineer study this
segment of roadway to analyze:
traffic movement and access from cross streets;
the feasibility of developing a frontage road along the north side of CR15
between Orono Orchard Road and Woodhill Road; and
the feasibility of signalizing the CR15 intersections with North Shore
Drive and Orono Orchard Road
The study recommendations included the provision of turn lanes and/or bypass
lanes at specified appropriate locations, consolidation of driveway accesses
where feasible, provision of wider shoulders where feasible, the potential
future closure of specified public and private street intersections, and further
studies regarding signalization of the CR15/CR51 intersection.
PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS TO CR15/ORONO ORCHARD ROAD
INTERSECTION. Hennepin County is currently moving forward with
improvements to the intersection of CR15 and Orono Orchard Road, including
the addition, lengthening or heightened delineation of turn lanes and
acceleration lanes, addition of a pork chop island for driver protection, and
relocation of the Dakota Rail Trail crossing. These improvements are
expected to be completed in 2008.
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C.

U.S. Highway 12

The success of Orono=s transportation plan hinges on completion of the
rerouting of U.S. Highway 12 through Long Lake. Orono=s goal of
providing a suitable Ring Route alternative to County Road 15 as an east-west
commuter route can only be achieved if Highway 12 functions efficiently to
move commuter traffic through Orono and Long Lake. City completion of the
McCulley Road connection in 1981 and Hennepin County=s 1998-99
reconfiguration of the Watertown/McCulley/CR6 intersection, have provided
the necessary local and County-level improvements to make the Ring Route a
viable transportation option. Completion of the new Highway 12 freeway
segment from CR6 to Orono=s eastern border has provided the critical final
link in making the Ring Route an effective and attractive long term alternative
to County Road 15.
The rerouting of U.S. 12 has resulted in access changes for old Highway 12 as
it traverses Orono and Long Lake. These changes include permanent closure
in 1999 of the north-south railroad grade crossing and intersection at Stubbs
Bay Road North and Highway 12; reconfiguration of the Brown Road North
and County Road 6 intersections with Highway 12 (described below); and
elimination of direct access from Orono Orchard Road to Highway 12.
Upon completion of the Highway 12 bypass, the new freeway segment has
been designated as Highway 12 and the existing highway, known today as
Wayzata Boulevard, will be turned back to Hennepin County jurisdiction as
County Road 112. The changes in traffic on Wayzata Boulevard as a result of
the bypass have been immediate and significant, including:
Reduction in traffic demand by half, with similar reductions anticipated
in actual traffic counts.
Removal of most through traffic and heavy trucks
Enhanced ability of Wayzata Boulevard to serve as a business mainstreet
Greater ease of local trips ending or beginning between CR-6 and I-394
Expected future gradual increase in traffic as new development occurs
between CSAH-6 and I-394
HIGHWAY 12 TURNBACK STUDY. Representatives of Orono and Long
Lake have been working cooperatively with Hennepin County since 2004 to
develop a concept plan for short- and long-term improvements to the Wayzata
Boulevard corridor. The Turnback Study is intended to develop a vision and
concept plan for Wayzata Boulevard to reclaim it for businesses and residents.
The Turnback Study process included a series of three stakeholder meetings
where public input was obtained from residents, from business owners, and
from public (government) stakeholders. The result was identification of five
important characteristics critical to achieving a balance that will serve the
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variety of interests among users of Wayzata Boulevard. These include a
roadway corridor that is pedestrian friendly; visually pleasing; safe; with good
access; and reduced speeds.
To achieve these goals, the overall concept plan will incorporate appropriate
geometric design for road and driveway intersections, including potential
revisions to existing access point spacing, as well as potential reconfiguration,
elimination, or consolidation of access points. Left and right turn lanes may be
added as appropriate. Speed limit reductions will be considered, and
appropriate location and design of sidewalks, crosswalks, and bikeways will be
determined.
In terms of the aesthetics of the streetscape, the corridor was divided into four
segments, each with its own concept plan: a rural flavor „suburban boulevard‟
west of Willow Drive; a commercial, somewhat more formal concept from
Willow to Brown Road; a more intimate and detail oriented concept in
„downtown‟ Long Lake; and a wooded residential streetscape east of
downtown. Each concept is intended to reduce the clutter, conflict and visual
impact of the roadway.
Once the concept plans gain approval from the respective City Councils, final
design work will follow with implementation anticipated to begin as funding
becomes available through the turnback process and other sources over the next
5-10 years.
ROUNDABOUT @ OLD WAYZATA BOULEVARD / OLD HWY 12.
MnDOT plans for reconstruction of the Old Highway 12 intersection with Old
Wayzata Boulevard include removal of the traffic signal, allowing free
movement of through traffic using the westbound freeway off-ramp, while
requiring the westbound Wayzata Boulevard traffic to stop and wait for a safe
opening. It is the City‟s position that this configuration is inappropriate from
the standpoint of safe and efficient traffic movement. As a result, the City has
proposed to MnDOT the implementation of a “roundabout” intersection, which
would have the following benefits:
1.

It would create better opportunities for drivers exiting Wayzata
Boulevard to safely access Old 12 and the Highway 12 on-ramp. As
configured by MnDOT, westbound off-ramp traffic on Highway 12 will
approach the Wayzata Boulevard intersection at speeds that make both
westbound and eastbound turns from Wayzata Boulevard difficult.

2.

It would create a safer environment by greatly reducing the possibility of
high-speed right-angle crashes. The configuration of the roundabout
forces traffic to slow, and most vehicle movements will be parallel to
other vehicles rather than at right angles.
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3.

It would act as a traffic-calming device for westbound drivers exiting the
freeway. With the MnDOT configuration, traffic leaving the freeway
and heading westbound on TH12 will enter the residential areas of
Orono and Long Lake at speeds in excess of those suitable for a localservice B-minor arterial which Old TH12 will become. Unlike most
freeway exit ramps which terminate at a controlled roadway crossing, in
the MnDOT designed configuration the ramp becomes the mainline and
there is no physical constraint to reduce speeds.

4.

It would eliminate three existing access points on Old TH12 west of the
intersection: the Montessori School driveway on the north side which
would be replaced by a frontage road accessing Wayzata Boulevard
immediately north of the roundabout, and the driveways to a cemetery
and a 9-unit townhome development on the south side which would be
served by a south leg of the roundabout.

ORONO INDUSTRIAL BOULEVARD. Access for a majority of the existing
parcels within the 44-acre Orono Industrial Park at the southeast quadrant of
Wayzata Boulevard and old Crystal Bay Road has historically been directly to
Wayzata Boulevard via individual curb cuts. Although Wayzata Boulevard
traffic is substantially decreased due to the new Highway 12 completion, traffic
levels on Wayzata Boulevard are expected to gradually increase to previous
levels within a few decades. As a result of the Highway 12 Turnback Study, it
was determined that future access to the Industrial Park should be directed to an
interior service road with reduction of exiting accesses to Wayzata Boulevard
wherever feasible. The initial portion of the interior service road has been
platted as “Orono Industrial Boulevard”, extending eastward from Old Crystal
Bay Road with a planned future continuation eastward, then northward along
the east boundary of the Industrial Park. This would likely result in relocation
of the current “Morries Auto” Wayzata Boulevard full-turning movement
access slightly further eastward, and allow for a potential future connection to
Industrial Boulevard in Long Lake.

D.

County Road 6 (Sixth Avenue North and Watertown Road)
The only change proposed for County Road 6 is the construction of a new
grade-separated intersection with the new TH12 freeway segment (underway
in 2008). This grade separation is at the confluence of County Road 6, Old
TH 12 and the new freeway segment. Through traffic on CSAH 6 will be
bridged over the new freeway, and the at grade intersection of Old 12 and
CSAH 6 will be relocated northeast of its current location, with on/off ramps
to westbound New 12. This intersection will continue to be signalized. On/off
ramps for eastbound New 12 will be on the southwest end of the bridge, with a
free right turn for eastbound CSAH 6 traffic to enter the eastbound freeway.
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The result is expected to be a relatively free flow of morning eastbound CSAH
6 traffic onto the new freeway segment.
Traffic flow on County Road 6 east of the 6/12 intersection is expected to
decrease significantly upon completion of the new Highway 12 freeway
segment, as CSAH 6 has for the past decade functioned as a Reliever for
overcrowded Highway 12. The conversion of the CSAH-6 intersection with
Willow Drive from a CSAH-6 through route to a 4-way stop has dramatically
decreased the incidence of right-angle crashes at that intersection, and is the
only traffic stop point along CSAH-6 between Highway 12 and CSAH-101.
The low density of existing and planned development in northern Orono does
not warrant further intersection controls along CSAH-6 to date. The
intersections with Tamarack Drive, Hunter Drive and North Ferndale Road
will continue to be monitored with regard to the need for future upgrades.
E.

Primary North-South Collectors
The primary North-South collectors serving Orono include Brown Road,
Willow Drive, Old Crystal Bay Road and the County Road 19/McCulley Road
Ring Route segment. Brown, Willow and Old Crystal Bay have been provided
with new bridges over the railroad/Highway 12 freeway corridor as part of the
Highway 12 rerouting. The Brown Road/Old Highway 12 intersection has
been relocated westward to be in direct alignment with the northerly leg of
Brown Road, adding a signalized intersection to the Old 12 route. This has
dramatically improved the ability of traffic from Brown Road North to enter
the Highway 12 traffic flow. No access to the new Highway 12 freeway is
provided from these three collectors, which results in local traffic being
directed to Old 12 in order to gain access to the freeeway.
No other changes are proposed for the north-south collector system. The only
segment of these collector roads which is not either designated as a County
State Aid Highway or as a City MSA road is Willow Drive south of Fox
Street, which functions more as a local street and which is not intended to be
upgraded, primarily due to lack of traffic volume as well as limiting
intersection configurations both at Brown Road and at Fox Street.

F.

Primary East-West Collectors
Orono‟s primary east-west collectors are Watertown Road, Fox Street/Bayside
Road, and North Shore Drive. Portions of each of these corridors are County
Roads, and those segments that are under City jurisdiction are designated as
MSA roads. None of the east-west collectors has signalized intersections,
utilizing 4-way stops at intersections with other collectors or arterials. No
improvements to these roads are currently proposed.
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PAVEMENT MANAGEMENT PLAN
The City of Orono‟s Pavement Management Study of July 2006 was authorized by the
City Council to analyze and address the needs for rehabilitating and maintaining the
City‟s streets. The purpose of the study was to provide the Council and staff with a
planning tool to develop a capital improvement plan and assist in discussing street
rehabilitation projects with residents. The study addressed street life cycles, existing
street conditions, proposed improvements and cost estimates for City streets. It was
designed as a guideline for making decisions about preserving the City‟s significant
investment in its streets, which have a significant impact on the lives of residents who
depend on them for their transportation needs.
The goal of the Pavement Management Plan is to ensure that appropriate maintenance
is done at critical stages in a street‟s life cycle, to preserve and/or improve the quality
of the City‟s streets at least cost. During a street‟s life-cycle, renovation costs increase
quickly if maintenance activities are delayed too long. Streets that receive no
maintenance are often beyond repair in just ten years, while streets that are properly
maintained at critical stages in the life-cycle can last up to twenty-five years or more.
The Pavement Management Plan discusses immediate and long-term needs, and will
allow for systematic planning for financing street improvements, while providing
information for the public to be better informed and involved in decision making.
The background source data elements of the Pavement Management Study included
an evaluation of existing pavement, creation of a street inventory, and estimation of
costs to accomplish the recommended level of maintenance or repair:
Pavement Condition Evaluation. Factors that affect the condition of a street
include surface condition (amount of cracking); drainage (street profile/crosssection/storm sewers); street section (bituminous/gravel base thickness);
subgrade soil (sand, clay, silt); amount and type of traffic; age of the street;
and past maintenance. The streets in Orono were evaluated using the Paser
(Pavement Surface Evaluation and Rating) System, by which a determination
was made as to what maintenance or repair strategies are appropriate for each
street, ranging from merely crack sealing and seal coating for roads in
relatively good repair; milling and overlaying where surface has deteriorated
but the road base is in good condition; and for the most deteriorated condition,
complete street reconstruction.
Inventory. In order for City staff to maintain an understanding and familiarity
with each street, an inventory of the City‟s streets is kept, documenting the
length, width, thickness, area and other as-built specifications for each street,
as well as a log of the history of construction and maintenance of each street.
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Cost Estimates. For each City street an estimate of costs to complete the
recommended level of maintenance was provided, benchmarked on the July
2006 Construction Cost Index #7721. The estimates provided include the
costs associated with actual street, curb and gutter, and storm sewer
reconstruction, but do not account for any utility replacement or repair nor for
stormwater ponding that may be required as part of street improvement
projects.
5-Year Street Reconstruction Plan. The results of the Pavement Management Study
became the basis for a 5-year Street Reconstruction Plan (SRP) formulated for the
City by Ehlers and Associates in December 2007. After consideration by the City
Council, the highest priority road maintenance needs were grouped into projects
intended to be completed during the period 2008 through 2012. Those projects and
their estimated costs are listed below:
2008-2012 Street Reconstruction Plan (5-Year CIP)
Year

Project Description

Project Cost

Project Type

2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

2008 Overlay Project
South Casco Area & Maintenance
North Casco Area
(No projects scheduled)
Orono Orchard Road

$1,050,000
$1,500,000
$1,700,000

Overlay
Reconstruct
Reconstruct

$1,750,000

Reconstruct

Funding of these expenditures is anticipated to be through the tax levy and the sale of
bonds. The City Council has generally funded past street reconstruction projects
without the need for special assessments to abutting homeowners. No such assessment
is currently being proposed for the projects in the 2008-2012 SRP.
Not formally incorporated into the 5-Year SRP but under consideration by the City
Council is bonding for the proposed Roundabout at Highway 12 & Wayzata Blvd.
The Street Reconstruction Plan is intended to be reviewed and updated annually by the
City Council.
Municipal State Aid Capital Improvement Plan. In addition to the 5-Year SRP the
City has established a long-term CIP for maintenance and improvement of the MSA
road system as follows:
2008-2012 MSA Roads Capital Improvement Plan
Year

Project Description

2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

(No projects scheduled)
(No projects scheduled)
South Willow Drive
Watertown Road
(No projects scheduled)
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BRIDGE MAINTENANCE
All bridges under Orono roadway jurisdiction have been completely replaced within
the past two years. These include the new Highway 12 corridor bridges for Willow
Drive and Old Crystal Bay Road, as well as creek bridges on West Ferndale Road, and
Fox Street just west of Brown Road. All other bridges in the City are under Hennepin
County or MnDOT jurisdiction.

Table 4A-10: Summary of Proposed Transportation System Improvements 2008-2030
Year
2008-2009

Proposed Improvements
Completion of Highway 12 Freeway Segment

2008

Upgrade of CSAH-15 / Orono Orchard Road intersection

2009

Reconstruction / Reclamation of streets in Casco Point area

2009

Construction by Ryan Company of westerly segment of Orono Industrial Boulevard, and
widening of Old Crystal Bay Road North adjacent to Ind. Pk. to accommodate turn lanes

2010

Construction of „roundabout‟ interchange at Wayzata Blvd / Hwy 12

2010

South Willow Drive overlay

2011

Watertown Road overlay

2012

Orono Orchard Road reconstruction

2013

Hunter Dr/Tamarack Dr reconstruction

2014

West Lafayette Road reconstruction

2016

Old Crystal Bay Road reconstruction

TBD

Wayzata Blvd (Old Hwy 12) upgrades as a result of turnback

TBD

Construction of Park-n-Ride Facility at 6/12 intersection
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